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Introduction
In everyday life, the auditory system is usually confronted with several acoustic events
produced by different sound sources operating concurrently. Imagine a noisy street you are
walking on. The street noise consists of many different sounds produced by several sources at
the same time, such as the noise of the cars, the footsteps of the people, the ringing of
cellphones, human speech, the sound of the wind blowing, etc. Separating the sound of an
approaching car from the other sound sources can be crucial for avoiding an accident. In other
words, in order to interact with our environment, we need to organize the acoustic events into
meaningful streams, which typically represent the available sound sources (Bregman, 1990).
The formation of sound streams (termed auditory streams) has been investigated within the
framework of auditory scene analysis (Bregman, 1990; for recent reviews see Snyder &
Alain, 2007; Winkler et al., 2009; Gutschalk & Dykstra, 2014).
The formation of auditory streams is often investigated in the classical auditory
streaming paradigm, a stimulus configuration that consist of a repeating ‘ABA_’ pattern of
sounds (van Noorden, 1975), where ‘A’ and ‘B’ denote two sounds differing in some
feature(s) and ‘_’ stands for a silent interval equaling the common duration of the two sounds.
Depending on the stimulus parameters, this stimulus configuration is usually perceived in one
of two different ways: Either all tones form a single sound stream termed the integrated
percept or two streams are heard concurrently, one consisting only of the ‘A’ and the other
only of the ‘B’ sounds (the segregated percept). Several studies have shown that the auditory
system utilizes many different cues for segregating sound streams (Moore & Gockel, 2002;
Moore & Gockel, 2012). According to Bregman’s theory (1990), there are two stages of
auditory stream segregation. Initially, alternative sound groupings (proto-objects: groupings
of sounds that may appear in perception) are formed by linking together sounds based on
similarity in various features (such as pitch, temporal proximity, source location, etc.; also

termed as similarity-based cues). In the second stage, the alternative sound groupings compete
with each other and the strongest one becomes the dominant percept, while compatible other
groupings form the background. Foreground and background together provide a possible full
description of the auditory scene, a sound organization. Whereas the classical view was that
perception settles on one of the alternative sound organizations after a few seconds after the
beginning of the sequence (the “buildup” of streams), some studies showed that for longer
sound sequences (> 1 minute) perception switches back and forth between the alternative
interpretations (Anstis & Saida, 1985; Denham & Winkler, 2006; Pressnitzer & Hupé, 2006).
This phenomenon is termed perceptual bi-/multistability (Blake & Logothetis, 2002; Leopold
& Logothetis, 1999; for a review, see Schwartz et al., 2012). In order to explain the
multistability discovered for auditory stream segregation, Denham and Winkler (2006)
suggested that perceptual multistability reflects continuous competition between the
alternative sound organizations. Further, Bendixen and colleagues (2010; Bendixen et al.,
2013) showed that beyond similarity-based cues, auditory stream segregation can also be
supported by temporal regularities. However, similarity and regularity affect stream
segregation in different ways. Directly comparing the effects of feature similarity and
temporal regularities Bendixen and colleagues (2013) found that for multistable stimulus
configurations, cues which can induce a percept (termed percept-inducing cues) facilitated
switching from another percept toward the particular percept, thus reducing the length of the
time intervals during which other percepts are heard. In contrast, cues which can only
stabilize a percept (termed percept-stabilizing cues) extend the time interval during which this
percept is heard, but they do not affect the intervals during which some other percept is heard.
So far, all percept-inducing cues found were also percept-stabilizing cues, whereas the
percept-stabilizing cues are not necessarily also percept-inducing ones.

More than 20 years after Bregman’s (1990) influential work, understanding auditory
scene analysis still poses several questions for research (for reviews, see Carlyon, 2004;
Denham & Winkler, 2006; Haykin & Chen, 2005; Snyder & Alain, 2007; Winkler et al.,
2012). Perceptual bi-/multistability provides an important tool for investigating stream
segregation as the mental representation of the acoustic scene can be tested without changing
the physical parameters of the stimuli. The main objectives of the thesis are to shed light on
two topics using the phenomena of auditory multistability: The first goal is to test different
cues of auditory stream segregation regarding their ability to induce the formation of and/or to
stabilize sound streams. The second goal is to extend our knowledge about
electrophysiological correlates of the perceived sound organization.
Within the first topic, we investigated the effects of amplitude modulation and its
interactions between multiple percept-inducing cues delivering multistable stimulus
configurations. Grimault et al. (2002) found that when they increased the difference in the rate
of amplitude modulation (AM) between two sets of interleaved tones, participants were more
likely to perceive the sequence as two streams. Using the auditory streaming paradigm we
tested the effects of AM on the proportion and phase duration of the alternative percepts. (The
term phase is used for the continuous time interval during which the same percept is heard,
phase duration then refers to the length of this interval.) As AM is a time-varying cue, its
effect may be independent from static cues such as frequency or perceived location
difference. However AM influences the perceived pitch (Meddis & Hewitt, 1991) therefore its
effect may be overlapping with carrier frequency difference. Thesis I presents the conclusions
from our study in which we have investigated the effects and interactions between separations
in amplitude modulation, pitch, and perceived location.
The second question we asked was whether initial stream segregation is driven solely
by similarity-based cues or whether higher-order cues can also induce stream segregation. For

instance, Devergie et al. (2010) demonstrated that participants separated streams in the
absence of similarity-based cues when familiar sound patterns were present in the streams to
be separated. Recent studies demonstrated that predictable sound patterns have an important
role in stream segregation (Andreou et al., 2011; Rimmele et al., 2012; Snyder & Weintraub,
2011; Bendixen et al., 2013; Bendixen et al., 2010). However, these cues were more likely to
stabilize sound streams rather than initiating their formation (Bendixen et al., 2013; Bendixen
et al., 2010). Thesis II summarizes our results investigating the effects of melody, rhythm, and
familiarity with the melody on auditory stream segregation.
By applying electrophysiological methods, sources of information inaccessible to
behavioral methods can be tapped into. Mismatch negativity (MMN) component of the eventrelated brain potentials (ERP) is regarded as the electrophysiological correlate of detecting the
violation of a regularity extracted from the preceding sound sequence by the auditory system
(Winkler, 2007). MMN paradigms have been successfully used to investigate auditory stream
segregation (Rahne et al., 2007; Sussman et al., 1998, 1999; Winkler et al., 2003a; Winkler et
al., 2003b; Winkler et al., 2003c; Winkler et al., 2005). However, the relationship between
auditory stream segregation and the deviance-detection process reflected by MMN is indirect
(Schröger et al., 2014; Winkler et al., 2009) and even the relationship between MMN
elicitation and perception is not entirely straightforward (Ross et al., 1996; Paavilainen et al.,
2007; van Zuijen et al., 2006). Percept-dependent differences related to auditory stream
segregation have also been found for the magnetic P1 and N1 responses. Thesis III
summarizes our findings regarding the percept-dependent processing of regular and deviant
sounds in the classical auditory streaming paradigm, while Thesis IV introduces a new
multistable

auditory stimulus

paradigm

permitting

the

investigation

of

auditory

foreground/background decomposition by means of ERPs and the investigation of perceptdependent MMN elicitation.

New scientific results
Thesis I. The effects of separation in amplitude modulation frequency on auditory stream
segregation
The aim of the study was to test the effect of the AM difference on auditory stream
segregation in the auditory streaming paradigm and its interactions with carrier frequency
difference and perceived location. We continuous recorded the listener’s perception during
the stimulus blocks. The results showed that larger separation in any of the tested streamsegregation cues have cut the integrated phases shorter and extended the duration of the
segregated phases. Furthermore, we found interactions between the AM rate difference and
carrier frequency difference, AM rate difference and location difference, and carrier
frequency difference and location difference, suggesting a ceiling effect in stream segregation.
These results suggest that similarity/separation in any of these features is utilized as a perceptinducing cue.
Thesis II. The effects of sequence-structure cues on auditory stream segregation
In this study, we aimed at testing the effects of familiar and unfamiliar rhythms and
melodies on stream segregation. Specifically, we investigated whether or not the presence of
tunes separately in two interleaved tone sequences helps to segregate them into separate
streams. The tunes were pre-selected on the basis of their pitch range and mean frequency
similarity to avoid stream segregation on the basis of pitch difference. Two Hungarian and
two German songs were used. A group of Hungarian and another of English volunteers
participated in the experiments: Hungarian participants were familiar with the Hungarian but
not with the German songs whereas English participants were not familiar with any of the
songs. None of the participants had received formal musical training. The songs were

presented either with their original rhythm, or with an even rhythm (i.e., each tone and the
following rest had constant durations). We found that the presence of melody helped
segregating the sound sequences irrespective of whether participants were familiar with the
tunes or not, but more so for familiar tunes. Rhythm also strongly promoted stream
segregation regardless of the familiarity. However, the latter was caused by overlaps between
the tones of the two interleaved sequences, rather than the temporal structure, per se. These
results confirm that higher-order cues can induce stream segregation in some particular cases.
Thesis III. Short- and longer-latency ERP correlates of perceived sound organization in the
auditory streaming paradigm
The main objective of the study was to test whether the currently perceived sound
organization affects the processing of regular and pitch-deviant sounds. For testing this
question the auditory streaming paradigm was used with continuous recording of both the
listener’s perception and EEG. Occasionally, standard sounds were exchanged for deviants
that were slightly or moderately different from the standard sounds. We found that the ERPs
elicited by regular and irregular (deviant) sounds were affected as early as ca. 75 ms from
stimulus onset (the P1 component), at the time of feature extraction. Further modulations were
found for deviant tones: deviant sound processing was affected by the current percept, as was
reflected by the N2 and P3a ERP components. This suggests that sound evaluation is affected
by the current interpretation of the auditory scene. Taken together, these results indicate that
there are multiple interactions between the dominant sound organization and the processing of
incoming sounds.

Thesis IV. A new paradigm for measuring the ERP correlates of auditory multistable
perception
The aim of the study was twofold: using a new auditory multistable stimulus
paradigm, we investigated the foreground-background discrimination by ERPs and tested
whether or not MMN elicitation dynamically follows the perceptual organization of sounds.
We have designed our paradigm based on Wessel’s (1979) repeating three-tone patterns of
rising pitch combined with alternation in timbre. Such sequences can be perceived as rising
(based on temporal proximity) or as falling (based on timbre similarity). We continuously
recorded the participants’ percept during the experiment. Thus the current perceptual
foreground was determined behaviorally. For testing whether MMN elicitation follows the
perceived sound organization, two additional feature regularities were introduced, one of
which was expected to be discovered only when the percept was that of the rising pitch, and
the other only when the percept was that of the falling pitch. If the perceptual groupings of
these sound sequences affected the representations underlying MMN, then each featureregularity violation should elicit MMN only when the listener experiences the corresponding
percept. Our results showed that in this paradigm, MMN elicitation did not follow the
perceptual organization experienced by the listener. Rather, it followed the temporal
arrangement of the tones: One MMN was elicited with both percepts, the other with neither
percept. We suggest that in this case, the feature regularities had been extracted before
perceptual grouping occurred. However, we found that the P1 amplitude correlated with one
aspect of the perceptual organization: whether the sound was part of the foreground or the
background. This result confirmed that obtained in Thesis III: the perceived sound
organization influences the processing of sounds as early as 75 ms from stimulus onset.

Conclusions
In conclusion, we found that both spectral and temporal-structure-based cues can induce
auditory stream segregation. The fact that unfamiliar melodies induced stream segregation
brings up the possibility that tonality analysis may influence auditory stream segregation.
Determining the nature of these processes requires further studies. Our results showed
multiple interactions between the processing of incoming sounds and the currently dominant
representation of the sound sequence. Early effects of percept-dependent modulation of the
ERP components have been found on the P1 and N1 elicited by regular sounds. The
processing of deviance was affected in the later, evaluation stage, as reflected by modulations
of the N2 and P3a ERP components. We have also tested a new auditory multistability
paradigm for investigating the foreground-background decomposition of auditory scenes.
With this paradigm, percept-dependent modulation of the P1 was obtained, yet MMN
elicitation was independent of the percept. Our results for the P1 suggest that enhancement of
this component may reflect inhibition of the background tones. Future studies should be
conducted to clarify the relationship between the representations underlying the MMN ERP
component and those involved in conscious perception.
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